Message from the Organizers of the Workshop on Educational Challenges to Deploy the Internet

We have more and more educational topics around the Internet. This workshop mainly focuses them on educational challenges to deploy the current Internet environment and the next generation IP networks. Some may be on how to share technical knowledge and experiences with the regions where the Internet environments are insufficiently developed or the other may be on advanced trials using ubiquitous networks. Even though the Internet is necessary information infrastructure, there is still a big difference in conveniences between enough developed regions and others. On the other hand, we face unknown problems to deploy IPv6 and ubiquitous environment. In the workshop, we will discuss to solve these problems from technical and social sciences point of view.

This workshop covers the development of tools for distance classroom and the collaborative education over the Internet. Since one of the papers is on the trial of high school students, we welcome not only experienced researchers in this field but also young generation people to the workshop. We would like to discuss freely on this workshop theme, “Educational Challenges to deploy the Internet” after all presentations.

Finally, the organizers thank to SAINT2007 Workshop chairs, PC members and authors who arranged the workshop.
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